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2 THE DUTCH CARIBBEAN 
 
With their population of less than 300, 000 and land area of 800 km2, the Dutch Caribbean islands are 
remote, tiny and as a consequence easily overlooked. But their natural heritage is rich and diverse making 
them the ‘hot spot’ for biodiversity. The Dutch Caribbean boasts a range of unique, threatened and 
endangered habitats and species ranging from primary rain forest to magnificent coral reefs. The islands of 
Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao alone are home to over two hundred endemic species and subspecies, which 
live nowhere else in the world.  
 
The islands form two distinct groups which are not only separated by more than 900 km of open water, but 
are also linguistically, culturally, geologically and ecologically divided.  
 

 
Figure 1 Location of the Dutch Caribbean Islands 

 
 
The Windward Islands of Saba and St Eustatius are volcanic in origin with lush vegetation ranging from dry 
loving cactus, seagrapes and aloe in the coastal areas to ferns and mountain mahogany trees at altitude. 
There are coral reefs, pinnacles, patch reefs and fringing reefs around the islands and St Maarten also has 
numerous salt ponds and mangrove stands.  
 
By contrast the vegetation of the Leeward Islands of Aruba, Bonaire and Curaçao consists almost 
exclusively of cactus, acacia and other dry loving trees and plants. Bonaire and Curaçao are unique in being 
true oceanic islands as they are separated from mainland South America by a deep-water trench. Aruba on 
the other hand was formerly part of the South American mainland. Bonaire’s reefs are considered some of 
the very best and healthiest in the Caribbean. All three islands have fringing coral reefs, seagrass and 
mangrove stands as well as extensive bays and saliñas (salt ponds). 

2.2 CONSERVATION 
Nature conservation is nothing new to the Dutch Caribbean. The first terrestrial protected area was 
established forty years ago on Bonaire in 9th May 1969 and was followed in 1978 with the Christoffel Park 
on Curaçao and in 1979 by the creation of the very first marine protected area in the Dutch Caribbean, the 
now famous Bonaire National Marine Park. Other islands quickly followed suit and have tried to create at 
least one terrestrial and one marine protected area on each island with the goal of protecting and preserving 
the island’s natural heritage whilst allowing wise and sustainable use of these resources, particularly by 
tourism. 
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Common constraints on the PAs include limited and at times unreliable government support, lack of funding 
and lack of spatial planning on the islands. The main threats include development pressure, particularly in 
the coastal zone, invasive species such as overgrazing by free roaming goats, sheep, cattle and donkeys 
and overgrowth of native plants by species such as Corallita and The Rubber Vine. There are entrenched 
local issues over land tenure and persistent over harvesting of marine resources such as grouper, lobster 
and conch.  
 

2.3 PROTECTED AREA MANAGEMENT ORGANISATIONS (PMOS) 
Each of the protected areas of the Dutch Caribbean is managed by a not for profit non governmental 
organization or foundation which has a co-management arrangement with local stakeholders. The following 
table gives a comparative overview of the established PAs within the Dutch Caribbean. 
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Figure 2 Dutch Caribbean Protected area Management Organisations 
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2.4 THE ISLAND OF SABA 
Saba is located in the North Eastern Caribbean (17°38′N, 63°14′W) close to the islands of St Eustatius and 
St. Maarten, which are also part of the Dutch Caribbean, the U.S. Virgin Islands, British Virgin Islands and 20 
other inhabited islands. Together these form the Lesser Antillean Island Arc, which stretches from Puerto 
Rico in the north to the South American coastline of Venezuela in the south. 
 
Saba, with its land area of 13km² is the smallest of the six islands that make up the Dutch Caribbean. The 
Windward Islands of Saba, St Eustatius and St Maarten all lie within line of sight of one another, Saba is 
28km from St. Eustatius and 44km from St. Maarten. The longest axis of the island (5.1km) runs northeast-
southwest, whereas the shorter northwest-southeast axis is 4.3km long.  
 
Saba’s origins are volcanic and the island is dominated by the dormant volcano Mt. Scenery which rises to 
887m above sea level, and forms the highest point within the Kingdom of the Netherlands. There are also 
numerous hills e.g. Booby Hill, Bunker Hill, Great Hill, giving the island a very irregular topography. Much of 
the island is covered by relatively dense vegetation, especially on the upper slopes of Mt. Scenery. 
 
The major settlements on Saba include The Bottom, Windwardside, Hell's Gate and St. Johns. The 
administrative capital of the island is The Bottom, located on the southwest side of the island just above the 
harbour at Fort Bay. There is one road, aptly called "The Road", the first section of the road, from Fort Bay to 
The Bottom was completed in 1943 by Josephus Lambert Hassell and a crew of locals. It was not until 1947, 
however, that the first motor vehicle arrived. In 1951, the road to Windwardside and St. Johns was opened, 
and in 1958 the road was completed. 
 
In 1963 a 400 metre landing strip was built and named Juancho E. Yrausquin Airport. It is the shortest 
commercial runway in the world. Since 2006 Windward Island Airways (Winair) have operated daily flights to 
Saba. Travel is provided by the. In 1972 a pier was built in Fort Bay making tourism a viable activity, two 
ferry services operate every other day to Saba. 
 

 
Figure 3 Main features of Saba 
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2.5 THE PROTECTED AREAS OF SABA 

2.5.1 SABA NATIONAL MARINE PARK 
The Saba National Marine Park was established in 1987 with the objective of preserving and managing 
Saba's marine resources. The Marine Park was not developed to repair a damaged environment but rather 
to ensure the continued quality of an extraordinary resource for the benefit and enjoyment of everyone. The 
Marine Park circles the entire island from the high-water mark to a depth of 60m, including the seabed and 
overlying waters. A zoning plan divides the Marine Park for various recreational and commercial uses. A 
system of permanent mooring buoys facilitates diving and prevents damage to corals. One of the few self-
sustaining marine parks anywhere in the world, the Marine Park raises revenue through visitor fees, souvenir 
sales, and donations. 
 

 

Figure 4 Protected areas of Saba 
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2.5.2 SABA TERRESTRIAL PARK AND TRAILS  
The Saba Terrestrial Park has not been formally designated. It belonged to the McNish Sulphur Mining 
Company and the land was donated to Saba Conservation Foundation (SCF) in 1998, on the condition that it 
would forever remain wild and developed as a national park. The area covers 43 hectares and is located on 
the northern side of Saba. It consists of a deep gorge, which runs from an altitude of 820m on Mount 
Scenery down to the shore line. The upper half of the gorge is known as Island Gut, the bottom is called 
Deep Gut. Two ridges form Island and Deep Gut; the eastern ridge is known as ‘Pirate Cliff’ and the western 
ridge ‘All too far Ridge’.  The area contains biologically diverse rainforest, montane forest and drought 
resistant habitats. 
 
Additionally Saba has a network of 12 trails that circle the island reaching the coast and the summit of Mt 
Scenery, which Saba Conservation Foundation maintains with support of the Island Government. These 
15km of trails offer some of the best hiking in the Caribbean with views of neighbouring St Eustatius and 
other islands through pristine forest that clings to the slopes of the magnificent Mt. Scenery. 
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
The staff and board of Saba Conservation Foundation have pursued the mission of SCF not only through the 
operations of Saba National Marine Park and Saba Terrestrial Park and Trails but also through a number of 
projects that have been carried out. There was one change within the board and a new Manager Kai Wulf 
was employed in August after Jan den Dulk left the organisation in May 2009. The majority of staff time 
(30%) was spent on field operations. Administration accounted for 22% of staff time and Communication and 
Education accounted for 17% of staff time in 2009.  
 
Reports and plans were produced in 2009 including the 2008 Annual Report and Annual Audit. There was a 
budget produced for 2009 along with monthly overviews of profit and loss and quarterly budget comparisons. 
Administration was carried out by all staff members to some extent – accounting for the time staff spend 
working with computers, filing, carrying out inventories and maintaining log books and on other office tasks. 
1668 hours were spent on formal patrols through the year and 4128 hours were spent by staff carrying out 
maintenance tasks. 
 
To keep a record of the changing environment and use of the Protected area’s, 8 monitoring programmes 
were carried out, 3 were related to marine activities, 5 were related to terrestrial activities. 
 
SCF has been lobbying for protection of the Saba Bank and an increase in yachting fees and also acted as 
an advisory body the hyperbaric facility use and legal issues. There were 20 verbal warnings issued and 2 
incidents were logged in the MPA. 
 
SCF staff has been busy working on many Communication and Education programmes. Information 
distribution continues with the distribution of brochures and materials, press releases and working with 
television production teams. Work continued on the re-development of the SCF website, a Facebook page 
was set up and continues to be managed. New posters were designed and produced in hard copy. 
 
Training programmes run by Saba Conservation Foundation involved dive guides and local teachers. The 
Sea and Learn programme involved 240 tourists and locals. There were 2 junior ranger and 2 snorkel 
courses run in 2009 each with 24 participants. The ‘Know your islands environment’ programmes continued 
for schools involving 150 participants. A total of 870 individuals took part 71 other outreach activities 
including Presentations, Guided hikes, Talks and other activities. 
 
Members of the Board represented SCF at the DCNA board meeting in May on Saba. The Saba Parks 
Manager, Kai Wulf attended the DCNA Board meeting on Curaçao as the SCF board representative. Staff 
members also travelled, taking part in DCNA sponsored bird and marine mammal conservation workshops, 
as well as scuba equipment repair and mooring installation training.. 
 
SCF works with 28 stakeholders and partners on issues relating to the marine environment and 21 
stakeholders on issues relating to the Terrestrial Environment including the Tourism Department, other 
NGO’s, schools, as well as international organisations. Staff members spent 24 hours fund raising in 2009 
and the sponsored dive site and trails schemes were ongoing. 
 
Saba Conservation Foundation worked on 3 projects related to the marine environment in 2009 and 2 
related to the terrestrial environment. These included 120 hours spent by staff on the installation of new 
moorings, and 150 hours on the renewable energy project for the SCF offices. 
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2.1  HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR 
2.1.1 Governance 
On November 30th, the Island Ordinance Trail Compensation Saba 2009 was approved by the Island 
Council, which came into effect on December 8th, 2009, through declaration by the Lt. Governor, Jonathan 
Johnson. For the management of nature and the hiking trails, each visitor will be charged a fee of NAF 1.80 
($1) per night. 
 
2.1.2 Renewable Energy Project 
Recognizing it’s role in the conservation of 
Saba’s natural resources, the SCF purchased 6 
solar panels and 2 wind turbines, as part of a 
USONA funded project, which were installed at 
the offices in Fort Bay, between December 1st 
and 5th, 2009. The intention of the project is to 
provide a model and act as a centre of expertise 
for local agencies, companies and individual 
households, to showcase and promote 
renewables, by providing access to information 
on the most adequate and cost effective 
technologies in an actual example, saving 
research efforts and teething problems for 
followers to come. USONA also funded the 
acquisition of an electrical cart for transportation 
of dive equipment within the harbour. 

 
2.1.3 Mooring Installation/Refurbishment 
During and after a mooring installation workshop 
funded by the DCNA in September and mooring 
installation equipment and materials acquired through 
USONA in 2008, 10 of the existing mooring anchor 
were replaced and a new dive site between Hot 
Springs and Tedran Reef was established. After a 
public competition, the new site was named “Rays n’ 
Anchors”. 
 
2.1.4 Hurricane Preparedness Shutter System 
In the past, the offices and infrastructure of the SCF 
suffered tremendously from the damage caused by 
hurricanes. With funding from Stichting DOEN, the 
SCF undertook some building upgrades to the Marine 
Park office, starting at the end of 2008. This included, 
replacing several exterior doors, building a dive wet 
room, constructing a storage facility and painting the 
building exterior. A self-sufficient water storage system 
was installed at the roof of the fishermen storeroom. 
The system was finalized and tested during the 
anticipated passage of tropical storm Erika on 
September 2nd. For safer storage of the mooring 
materials and equipment, a 20’ container was placed 
behind the Fishermen’s Shed. 
 

Commissioner Chris Johnson on the 
underwater hammer drill at Rays n’ Anchors. 

Solar panel installation at Fort Bay offices 
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2.1 OVERVIEW OF ACHIEVEMENTS 
2.1.1 Monitoring and Research 

 
Coral Transplanting 

The coral transplantation project, which 
started under the direction of Graham 
Forester of the University of Rhode Island in 
October 2008, continued into 2009. Although 
some mortality could be observed, a large 
percentage of fragments were still alive and 
exhibited further growth. 

 
Survey of Invertebrate 

Communities in Tank Bromeliads 
In January and October, Barbara A. 
Richardson, co-principal investigator in the 
Long Term Ecological Research programme 
(LTER Luquillo) in Puerto Rico and Michael 
J. Richardson, both affiliated to the 
International Institute of Tropical Forestry 
(USDA) and Institute of Tropical Ecosystem 

Studies (ITES) University of Puerto Rico, conducted field research which forms part of a larger 
biogeographical study ranging from mainland sites in Costa Rica and Brazil, to islands of different size in the 
Caribbean. Saba was deemed ideal because of its small size and range of forest types. The study included 
the collection of several species of bromeliad plants and the preservation of the associated insect species.  
Specimens were preserved in 95% alcohol and contained in vials for distribution to taxonomic experts at 
various universities and museums for final identification. 50 bromeliad leaf samples were also collected and 
preserved for later identification. Previous papers have been supplied to the SCF. 
 

Saba Seabird Inventory 
Katharine and David Lowri of the Environmental Protection in the Caribbean (EPIC) stopped on Saba in 
February to work with SCF and give a public lecture on their work searching for seabirds in the Lesser 
Antilles. The end result of their study will be an “Atlas of Seabird Breeding in the Lesser Antilles”. On Saba, 
EPIC was particularly interested in the Wedrego, or Audubon’s Shearwater, which is a major element in the 
Saba coat of arms. The latest survey techniques were used to determine seabird population sizes. This 
involved documenting seabird nests, eggs, chicks, and adults. When the Atlas is completed, it will be 
available on line through interactive maps and databases at the West Indian Seabird GIS. Results will also 
be integrated into the Caribbean Waterbirds Conservation Plan being drafted by the Society for the 
Conservation and Study of Caribbean Birds. 
 

Sediment Core Sampling Project 
As part of a PhD study by Chantale Bégin 
of the Department of Biological Sciences, 
Simon Fraser University Burnaby, British 
Columbia in Canada, the SCF assisted in a 
project to investigate geographical and 
temporal trends in sedimentation in the 
eastern Caribbean.  A diver-operated 
sediment corer and radioisotope analyses 
were used to examine the depositional 
history around reefs of multiple islands. 
Three samples were taken twice in 6 
months at 3 representative sites around 
Saba. The results will be related to the 
state and composition of coral on those 
reefs.  The information obtained from this 
project will be directly applicable to 
increase the effectiveness of MPAs in 
conserving corals in this region and in the 
entire Caribbean. 

Recovering Elkhorn Coral 

Sediment Core Sampling 
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GPS Mapping Project 
Paul Illsley, cartographer at the Centre of Geographic Sciences in Nova Scotia, Canada, visited the island in 
March to collect data for a GPS mapping project of Saba. The new maps accurately display the island's 
trails, dive moorings, topography, aspect, sun illumination et cetera. As part of a Geographical Information 
System (GIS), they provide excellent tools to visualize, compare, understand and create new data, for more 
efficient environmental management. 
 

 

 
 

 
Anolis Study 

From May 24th to June 1st, Bryan Falk and Susan Perkins Sackler from the Institute for Comparative 
Genomics and Department of Invertebrate Zoology at the American Museum of Natural History in New York, 
collected samples for population analysis of the lizard Anolis sabanus and its malaria (Plasmodium 
azurophilum & P. floridense), pinworm (Parapharyngodon cubensis) and mite (Eutrombicula alfreddugesi) 
parasites on Saba. Previous analysis indicated that A. sabanus populations were genetically structured 
along elevational gradients. The purpose of this study was twofold: (1) to increase sampling of A. sabanus to 
confirm the pattern previously observed, and (2) to test the hypothesis that the parasites of A. sabanus mirror 
its genetic differentiation. The sampling of A. sabanus occured along the roads and trails of Saba. A total of 
240 lizards were collected, allowing sufficient resolution for population genetic analysis of both the host and 
its and parasites. The lizards were released within 24 hours at the site they were captured. 
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Set up of bird monitoring sites on Saba 
From August 31st to September 5th, STENAPA staff assisted in the set up of bird monitoring sites on Saba 
and provided training in the methodology and data collection. The DCNA sponsored activity was curtailed by 
the arrival of tropical storm Erika. 

 
Marine Mammal Stranding Response 

Workshop 
The Southern Caribbean Cetacean 

Network (SCCN), together with the Department 
of Environment & Nature (MINA), in cooperation 
with the Eastern Caribbean Cetacean Network 
(ECCN), Mote Marine Lab (FL), the Curacao 
Sea Aquarium, and the Dutch Caribbean Nature 
Alliance (DCNA), held a marine mammal 
stranding response workshop on Curacao, from 
November 5th to 7th, 2009. 2 staff members of 
the Saba Conservation Foundation (SCF) 
participated in the meeting. The purpose of the 
exercise was to train people from all the Dutch 
Caribbean islands in standardized techniques 

and protocols in effective response to allow for a 
maximum chance of successful recovery of stranded 
animals and to ensure effective sample collection for 
research, to answer conservation questions. 

 
Reef Check Eco Diver Course 

All SCF field personnel, some dive shop operators and 
volunteers participated in a Reef Check Eco Diver 
Training Workshop from November 29th to December 
1st, at the Fort Bay offices. The methodology will be 
the standard reef monitoring protocol of the SCF, 
supplemented by additional relevant parameters, e.g. 
water temperature at various depths, turbidity, salinity 
et cetera. 
 

 
 
Annual Fish Count 

From December 29th, 2009, to January 3rd, 
2010, a team of marine biologists, lead by Dr. 
Michael Berumen from the King Abdullah 
University in Saudi Arabia and SCF staff, 
conducted reef fish surveys as a follow up of the 
study conducted in 2008 by Ms. Mae Noble, 
reproducing the methodology used by Dr. 
Callum Roberts and Dr. Julie P. Hawkins in 
collecting data for the “Status of reef fish and 
coral communities of the Saba Marine Park - 
1995”, to provide an understanding of the 
current status of the reef fish in comparison to 
Dr. Robert’s report thirteen years prior. It is 
intended to repeat the surveys annually. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Stranding Workshop Field Exercise 

Reef Check EcoDiver Training 

Annual Fish Count 
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2.1.2 Information, Education and Outreach 
 

In School Education Program 
From January to June, environmental education continued in both Sacred Heart Elementary School and 
Saba Comprehensive School on the subject of “Know Your Islands Environment”. Subjects covered 
included: History of the villages, trails and roads, historical use of medicinal plants and Saba’s marine and 
terrestrial environment. The elementary school chose the subject for Project Week, where each class 
presented the history of their village both in visual art and written projects and for the first time in a song 
contest as well. A new year of educational programs in school started in September. The chosen subject for 
both schools was “The Environmental Calendar” developing student’s awareness on their individual impact 
on the sustainability of a small island as well as the global environment. Each month an Environmental Day 
was chosen to create understanding of its history and relevance. 
  

Snorkel Club 
This program was established in 2008 as a precursor to Sea Scouts. The core aim is to provide swimming 
and snorkelling lessons to children aged 8-10 years. Each group includes a maximum of 8 children and a 
minimum of 2 instructors and the program continues for 12 weeks. Classes are held every Tuesday 
afternoon either at one of the local hotel pools or at the Fort Bay Harbour. 

 
Ranger Club 

The Junior Sea Scout and Junior Ranger programs were combined to form the new Ranger Club program. 
Boys and girls sessions are being alternated each week in order to accommodate the high participation 
demand. The core aim is to provide training with the SCF Marine Park and Trail Rangers to expose local 
children to potential career options in the area of environmental management.  This program also has an 
educational bias with lectures and fieldwork in marine biology, administration of Marine Protected Areas, trail 
building, medicinal uses of plants et cetera. Meetings were held regularly on Thursday afternoons either at 
the Fort Bay Harbour or on one of the various hiking trails, depending on the weather. 
 

Red Cross Water Safety Assistant Instructor and Instructor Course 
In June the Education Officer attended on a 2-week Red Cross Water Safety Assistant Instructor and 
Instructor course in Canada, sponsored by the Innovations Bureau. 
  

Ranger Club at Fort Bay 
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Community Outreach 
 

Cleanup Campaigns 
In 2009, the SCF continued to coordinate island cleanup days both on land and underwater. On April 25th, 
Earth Day activities, involving Leos (Lions Club), Junior Rangers, Sea Scouts and Snorkel Club, included the 
cleanup of the Crispeen Track and Dancing Place Trail, followed by games and BBQ.  
 
On September 26th, International Coastal Cleanup 
Day, the SCF, in collaboration with the Island 
Government and the Burendag Committee, 
targeted 4 sites: The Ladder, Spring Bay and Fort 
Bay for an underwater cleaning. Additionally, 
Burendag participants beautified Wells Bay with the 
placement of a picnic table, planted additional 
coconut trees, started a public BBQ area and 
upgraded playground equipment at the museum 
grounds. In Fort Bay, 11 divers collected 
approximately 20 bags of garbage from the harbor 
bottom and 4 onshore Harbor Office volunteers 
pulled up debris, including tires, boat engines and 
large wooden planks, which had been ripped from 
the harbor walls by boats and storms. At The 
Ladder, 28 children and 9 adults cleaned the trail and took the garbage bags, which contained a vast amount 
of plastic bottles to the beach area, where Saba Sea Rescue took over the bags and transported them to 
Fort Bay. Approximately 10 bags of garbage were piled up, not including the 3 bicycle frames, various 
galvanized sheeting and other large objects. The most notable effort took place at Spring Bay, where only 5 
children and 4 adults, collected an amazing amount of 110 bags of garbage, consisting of about 1,500 plastic 
bottles, 300 left shoes, 3 right shoes and various large items. The Island Government provided school 

busses for the transportation of the volunteers, 
garbage bags and additional garbage truck 
collections at the sites. Local businesses were also 
very supportive and sponsored refreshments and ice. 
The A. M. Edwards Medical Center donated gloves 
for all participants. 
 

National Geographic Dive Detectives 
Ghost Ship Episode 

For one week in March, the Marine Park 
Ranger provided logistical and safety support during 
the filming of the Dive Detectives Ghost Ship episode 
to be aired from March 2010 on National Geographic 
TV and the History Chanel.  

 
Lionfish Response Plan 

During the Sea & Learn presentations in October, the SCF was challenged to respond to the invasive lionfish 
situation, as already experienced by many Caribbean states, including Bonaire and Curacao. From April 6th-
10th SCF staff had already participated in a DCNA 
funded lionfish workshop in Bonaire, which 
provided hands on training with a plastic lionfish on 
capturing and management methods. The staff was 
further updated on presentation methods by 
instructors Lad Akins from REEF and Stephanie 
Green from Simon Fraser University. Based on the 
lionfish response plan established by STENAPA for 
St. Eustatius, a plan adapted to the circumstances 
in Saba, could be presented at the final evening of 
the Sea & Learn program on October 30th. 
Furthermore, lionfish awareness programs were 
carried out in both Elementary and Secondary 
schools. The Ranger- and Snorkel Clubs were both 
actively involved in the All Dive Stores rotated their 
staff through the program.  

2009 Underwater Cleanup Participamts 

Bonaire Lionfish Workshop 
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Paddle Boarder 

On October 8th SCF staff assisted 65 year old paddle boarder Susan Chaplin by providing safety support 
during her last 22 miles leg of her tour through the Caribbean from St Eustatius, in near perfect weather 
conditions, to Fort Bay, in only 7:17 hours. 

 
 Dutch Caribbean Nature Video Documentary 
From November 21st to 28th, Dutch filmmaker Willem Mouissie and his film crew were on Saba to shoot part 
of a 6 episode video documentary on the outstanding natural beauty of the islands, above and underwater, 
aired on the Dutch TV Channel "Link". The project was cosponsored by the DCNA.

Paddle boarder Susan Chaplin reaching Saba 

Willem Mouissie filming on the North Coast trail 
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Saba Triathlon 
On December 6th, during the 2009 
Saba Triathlon, staff again provided 
logistical support by setting the 
swimming course at Wells Bay and 
providing safety support to 
participants. For the running part, 
staff marked the trails and conducted 
a clean-up sweep after the final 
participant, to ensure no one was left 
on the trail. Just prior to the triathlon, 
the contracted trail cleaners cleared 
the racecourse from excessive 
vegetation and debris, reducing the 
potential for runners to slip on rocks 
and steps. 
 
 

 
Public Advisories  

Several public advisories had to be published, reacting to an increasing problem with Africanized honey bees 
on the trails, potential dangers by consuming Manchineel apples or resting under these trees and hazards to 
visitors underestimating the effects of swells and rip-currents at the Tide Pools. Identification flyers were 
posted informing about the lionfish threat. 
 
 

2.2.3. Marine Park 
 
 Yachts 
 
 
Contrary to the diving figures, in comparison to 2008 there was a 3.39% increase in yacht arrivals (366) and 
a 53.35% increase of visitors from yachts (3363) in 2009. The incline can be contributed to a change in 
policy that passengers from cruise ships have been included in the statistics. The SCF continues to provide 
much appreciated information, not just on the parks rules and regulations, anchorage and weather, but also 
assists in planning hikes and tours around the island. Staff also assisted vessels and individuals in distress, 
needing medical first response et cetera.  
 

 
 

2009 Saba Triathlon Finish 
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Divers 
 

 
In a continuing trend, the number of divers (5773) and the number of individual dives (19362) dramatically 
decreased by 24.29 % and 13.24% respectively over 2008, representing the slowest year since 2003. It is 
assumed that the global financial crisis still impacts on the dive tourism industry. Furthermore, the live-
aboard vessel Explorer 2 didn’t visit Saba for a period of 9 months, having a large impact on the overall 
numbers. However, the disproportional decrease of dives indicates that divers stay longer and make more 
dives while on Saba. This year divers conducted an average of 3.35 dives, a substantial change of 26.52% 
since 2007. The 3 most popular dive sites were Hot Springs (1570), Ladder Lab (1542) and Tent Reef 
(1487). The number of snorkelers dropped from 344 to 287, a 16.56% decline. Usage at all sites remains 
below the 5000 dives/year threshold established to prevent significant impacts from divers on marine 
habitats. 
 

 
 

 
 
  

Moorings 
Technical difficulties resulted in the delay of refurbishing and installing the new anchor systems. There were 
continuous problems with broken buoy systems, due to the age of the anchors and manoeuvring of 
oversized vessels while tied to the moorings. Maintenance of the marine infrastructure remains one of the 
core tasks of the Marine Park staff. There are 12 yacht moorings, 4 located east of Fort Bay and 8 between 
Ladder Bay and Wells Bay. 32 dive moorings are spread throughout the park. Buoy systems need to be re-
established at: 
 
1. Otto Limits 2. Diamond Bank 3. Mount Michel 4. Halcyon 5. Cove Bay 
 
Finally, after a joint mooring installation course with the park staff from Saba, St. Eustatius and interested 
volunteers, funded by the DCNA and conducted by Paul Elinger of St. Maarten in early September, 10 new 
mooring anchors were installed at the following sites: 
 
1. Green Island 2. Hot Springs 3.Torrens Point 4.Tent Reef 5. Porities Point 
6. Big Rock Market 7. Babylon 8. Hole in the Corner 9. Ladder Labyrinth 10. Rays n’ Anchors 
 
One new dive site was established between Hot Springs and Tedran Reef and named Rays n’ Anchors, after 
a “Name the Dive Site” contest, won by Katherine de Stefano of Sea Saba. 
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Unfortunately, because of a faulty quick coupler, water entered into the vegetable grade oil of the hammer 
drill, hydraulic hoses and power unit, causing a malfunctioning of the drill. A new quick coupler and vegetable 
oil have already been purchased and received by the SCF office. The mooring installation/replacement 
project is expected to continue in February 2010. Priorities for the placement of new anchors are the 
Pinnacles and Mount Michel in particular. Because of the depths, an experienced team of 6 divers is needed 
for that project. The SCF does not have the human resources for these types of projects and relies on 
volunteers to assist with the mooring installation.  
 
An updated an expanded SCF mooring service log was established, including the following characteristics: 
Name, Buoy Color, Type of Anchor, Depth, GPS Coordinates, Maximum Tonnage, Date of last Service, Type 
of Service, Staff involved and images of the various anchor systems. 
  

Policies for the Use of Dive Moorings 
During the year conflicts with regards to the use of the dive moorings by live-aboard vessels were reported. 
During a dive operators’ meeting it was decided that dive moorings can only be used by authorized, non 
licensed dive operators before or after the peak hours between 8:30 AM and 2:30 PM. Researchers should 
also consider these hours, not to hinder professional dive activities. 
 

2.2.4. Hyperbaric Chamber 
The hyperbaric chamber at Fort Bay was not operational inform June 2009. The second hand chamber, 
manufactured by Draeger in 1966, was refurbished and donated by the Dutch Navy to the Island 
Government in 1990, but operations and administration were delegated to the SNMP. A hyperbaric chamber 
facility was constructed in Fort Bay on government land. There have been approximately 160 treatments 
since. A second floor to house the SCF offices was later added. In 2007 a chamber fee was introduced to 
offset the costs for the maintenance, operations and administration of the chamber. In 2009 the SCF 
continued to collect the hyperbaric chamber fees from the dive operators in the amount of US$ 10,320.55. 
However, the chamber has always been and still is a financial burden and strain to the human resources of 
the organization. The SCF staff has to be on standby 24-7, as it appears that the organization has been 
charged with the first response and hyperbaric treatment logistics of dive emergencies. There is no formal 
agreement outlining this responsibility. The SNMP is the only marine park managing a hyperbaric chamber, 
although it does not fall within its mandate. The staff operating the chamber is insured by Fatum until 
January 2011 at a cost of € 621.00 per year. In October 2009, Sue Hurrell and Kai Wulf went through an 
orientation with Dr. Jim Steward and staff from the Medical School, in the set up and operations of the 
hyperbaric chamber located at their premises. A practical test run was conducted subsequently. The SCF 
now has access to that chamber in the case of a dive emergency. Several meetings were held with the dean 
of the school, Dr. Hugh Duckworth, and a protocol for dive emergency procedures and a draft lease 
agreement were presented for review and approval.  
 

Hyperbaric Oxygen Treatments 
There were 3 diving related cases requiring chamber treatment and 1 case of Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy in 
2009. The diving related chamber treatments were precautionary, showing only mild symptoms of 
decompression sickness: 
 
Name Date Notes 
Justesen, Daniel   16 January 09 Mild symptoms in right foot after 

repetitive dives, precautionary 
treatment. 

van Laake, Gregoor 19 February 09 Marine Park Ranger, treated after 
showing possible symptoms of 
DCNS after diving Saba Bank 
wreck with National Geographic 
film team. 

Gerber, Ashley  24 July 09 Broadreach student treated at the 
Medical School chamber, after 
showing suspected symptoms of 
DCNS. 

Hassell, Joan 9 February 09 Non-diving related hyperbaric 
oxygen therapy after suspected 
stroke. 
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2.2.5. Terrestrial Park 
 

Trails 
Mount Scenery is still the most popular trail on Saba with 648 
hikers registered with the Trail Shop followed by the Sandy 
Cruz Trail. While this census clearly underestimates the actual 
trail usage, no comprehensive registration is currently in 
place. It is intended to place Trail Boxes at each Trail Head, 
where hikers can sign in and out. Besides the safety aspect, 
this log can also be reviewed for providing statistical data. 
Last year’s Bud’s Mountain Trail extension has been greatly 
appreciated and become a favourite. 
 
The SCF continues to work with the Canadian volunteers (as 
well as others such as the Lipscomb group), who have been 
coming to Saba for several years to assist with major trail 
construction and repairs. In 2009, two visiting groups of seven 
and eight members worked on the trails for 2 weeks under the 
supervision of the Trail Ranger. On-going cleaning and 
maintenance throughout the year continues to be completed 
by contract workers supported by Saba Island Government 
funding and by local island volunteers. 
With the support of the Innovations Bureau, a rest shed was 
constructed as a school project. The shed still needs to be 
placed at a suitable location. 
 

Trail Shop 
The staff of the Trail Shop, consisting of 1 full time member and 2 partially compensated volunteers, provided 
hiking and general tourist information and operated a small souvenir shop. The Trail Shop also acts as a 
focal point for the Saba Foundation for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (FPCA) and the registration 
office for domestic animals. With funding from Stichting DOEN, the SCF undertook additional building 
upgrades to the Trail Shop. This included the cleaning and re-hanging of the gutters, replacing structural 
support beams, repainting of the exterior, spraying the property for termites, replacing information signs and 
maintenance of the flower beds. The trail leading from the Trail Shop to the museum was cleared and 
numerous banana slips were planted in the gut below. 
 

2.2.6. Law enforcement, Policy and legal Issues 
 

Muriel Thissel Property Transfer 
The Certificate of Admeasurement for the property donated by Mrs. Muriel Thissel to the SCF in 1999 was 
forwarded to the Foundation’s attorney, to expedite the transfer of part of the land to Mrs. Thissel’s heirs as 
promised. However, the notary in St. Maarten still needs to finalize the registration of the land on her name. 
Prior to completing that, an issue that has arisen needs to be addressed.  A third party has stepped forward 
and claims that the initial determination of ownership being attributed to the family was false and they are 
threatening legal action should the title transfer be completed. The SCF believes this claim to be without any 
merit; nevertheless, legal advice has to be sought before proceeding any further.  It is hoped to have this 
legal review of the ownership determination process completed before the end of March 2010.  
 

Saba Bank 
The SCF continues to monitor the Saba Bank utilizing an online real time satellite vessel tracking system 
(AISlive). The Marine Park Ranger maintains an incident log of tankers and cargo vessels anchoring on the 
Saba Bank. There were 12 different vessels on 20 occasions anchored on the Saba Bank, of which 4 
vessels were observed anchoring within the 12 miles zone controlled by the Saba Island Government and 
subsequently relocated beyond the limit.  
To prevent further irreparable destruction caused by anchoring tankers and cargo vessels on the Saba Bank, 
several meetings were held with Dutch government officials and the Executive Council throughout the year. 
Following a regional EEZ (Exclusive Economic Zone) management meeting held in Bonaire in December, 
Mr. Erik Meesters was commissioned by the Dutch Ministry of Nature Conservation (LNV) to write a 
management plan for the EEZ and is also working on the Saba Bank proposal for PSSA status at IMO. Mr. 
Meesters did the first review and survey of Saba Bank back in 1996, which started the efforts to manage the 
Bank ending in the management plan. 
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2.3 RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER ORGANISATIONS 
 

2.3.1. Government 
There were several formal meetings with high-ranking government officials, including the Commissioners, 
Island Secretary, School Principals et cetera to introduce the new Parks Manager and to improve relations 
with the SCF. The Commissioners requested regular updates on the activities of the SCF and pledged 
continued support. There were numerous meetings with the Dutch delegations from various ministries (LNV, 
VROM etc.). Additionally there were regional Harbour meetings with Coast Guard and harbour officials, the 
Public Prosecutor, Marechaussee and the Royal Dutch Navy, mainly dealing with the management of the 
Saba Bank, maritime safety, navigation and enforcement issues. From November 9th to 13th, the Parks 
Manager participated in a 1 week workshop for the 10th EDF (EU & NEA Development Cooperation 
Relations) at the Queen’s Garden Resort. 
 

2.3.2. Local Stakeholders 
 
The SCF is generously supported by Saba’s hotel and tourism industry. In 2009, hotels provided free 
accommodation for visiting researchers, consultants and exchange students. Restaurants and local 
supermarkets contributed meals and refreshments for the cleanup and fundraising events. The 
transportation industry donated ferry trips and airfare for various activities. Fishermen are sharing the water 
storage with the SCF and there is a courteous relationship. The fishermen supported the bird rescue 
exercises by donating food for the animals. Fishermen also cooperated by reporting incidents of illegal 
fishing, particularly with regards to the Saba Bank. 
 

Sea & Learn 
During the month of October, the SCF assisted with the coordination of 
the Sea & Learn activities. Logistical support was rendered to the visiting 
experts for their field research and educational activities. Special diving 
arrangements were made in support of the research activities by Jan 
Lupton, Barbara Kojis (construction and placement of lobster larvae 
traps), Paul Sikkel and Roger Hanlon. Because of the relevance of Paul Sikkel’s fish parasite study to 
determine overall health of coral reefs, special attention was given to his project and it is intended to include 
fish parasite monitoring in the standard reef monitoring protocol of the SCF. Dr. Sikkel left all the necessary 
equipment for replication of his study with the SCF and also forwarded an adapted sampling protocol, 
outlining methodology and techniques, for future guidance. Dr. Richardson gave a special presentation at the 
SCF office to staff, dive operators, harbour officials and other interested individuals. The Parks Manager 
presented a PowerPoint recap on all the 2009 Sea & Learn activities at the final presentation on October 
30th: 
 
October 1st – Mark Marks: Why the World need Sharks 
October 3rd – Linda J. Walters: The Correlation of Urchins and Algae on 
Reefs 
October 9th – Jeffrey a. George: History of Sea Turtle Conservations 
and Sea Turtle Rehabilitation 
October 11th – Anja Watson: Camouflage in Your Underwater 
Environment 
October 13th – Ben Fry: Evolution and Adaptation of Unique Island 
Species 
October 14th – Tom van’t Hof: Saba’s Evolving Cloud Forest 
October 16th – Barbara Richardson: Bromeliad insects in Caribbean 
forest – A study in biodiversity 
October 18th – Presentation of “The Cove” at Tropics Café 
October 19th – Leslie Bishop: The exquisite Biology of Spiders 
October 21st – Barbara Kojis: Anatomy, Behavior & Sustainability of our 
Lobsters 
October 23rd – Paul Sikkel: Parasites - The Dynamic Freeloaders on 
our Reefs 
October 25th – Piotr Naskrecki: Insect Communication - acoustic and 
visual 
October 27th – Jan Lupton: Unravelling the Mysteries of Spotted Eagle 
Rays 
October 28th – Piotr Naskreki: Saba's Fascinating Insects & Invertebrates 
October 30th – Roger Hanlon: Cephalopods - The Absolute Masters of Disguise: Octopus, Squid - more! 

Fish Parasite Analysis 
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Child Focus 
The long-standing partnership between the Child Focus Foundation and the SCF 
continued in 2009. Funding from the organization allowed for the provision of after 
school youth and job shadowing programs. Funds were also provided to purchase 
equipment necessary for delivering these programs.   
Child Focus Show: In May all youth groups participated in a power-point 
presentation of activities carried out during the year and static signboards were 
prepared for longer-term display. 
Summer School: In conjunction with Child Focus and STENAPA, exchange trips with 
summer school participants were arranged. 45 Saba children and volunteers hiked 
The Quill on St. Eustatius. In return, St. Eustatius children visited Saba and hiked 
the Sandy Cruz Trail. The staff of the SCF provided hikes and snorkelling trips 
throughout the program. 
 

2.3.3. Outside Stakeholders 
 

Bruce Trail Conservancy 
During 2009, the SCF continued its long-standing relationship with the Bruce Trail Conservancy (in 
Canada. The volunteers come to Saba regularly to provide expertise and labor with the reconstruction 
and maintenance of the trails.  
 

Broadreach & Sail Caribbean 
During the summer, the American youth education programs, Broadreach and Sail Caribbean, provided 
several hundred hours of community support under the direction of SCF staff, conducting clean-ups at 
various locations around the island. 
 

Stichting DOEN 
With assistance of DCNA, the SCF was successful in securing 
substantial funding from Stichting DOEN in 2008. Grant money was 
used to complete numerous building upgrades and repairs to the 
Trail Shop, and replace the computer system in 2009. 
 

USONA 
USONA funds were utilized for the Renewable Energy project and the purchase of a golf cart (refer to 2.1.2). 
 

2.3.5. DCNA 
The SCF continues its membership in the Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance as a member of the Board of 
Directors. A DCNA Annual Board meeting was held on Saba in May, without the presence of the SCF Parks 
Manager. The new manager attended the Board meeting held in Curacao in December. 
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3 MANAGEMENT BODY 
The Saba Conservation Foundation (SCF) is a non-governmental organisation established in 1987 with a 
mission to preserve and manage Saba's natural and cultural heritage. It is committed to the idea that a 
stronger island economy will result from the sustainable use of Saba’s rich and virtually unspoiled resources. 
SCF is the only organisation on Saba with a mandate for environmental protection. In order to achieve its 
goal, the SCF promotes the development of parks and protected areas, manages a network of hiking trails, 
encourages the preservation of historic buildings, and promotes supportive scientific research and education. 
The SCF also manages the Saba National Park and oversees the operation of the Saba National Marine 
Park. The SCF is responsible for meeting the major expense of nature management, and most funds are 
raised through private contributions. 
 
The foundation is non-profit organisation, relying on fee-generated income, grants and government 
subsidies. Saba Conservation Foundation has is based in Fort bay next to the harbour on the South Coast of 
Saba and also has a ticketing and information office in the centre of Windward side near the trail head for Mt 
Scenery. 
 
Saba Parks Manager, Kai Wulf is the SCF representative on the Board of the Dutch Caribbean Nature 
Alliance. 

3.2 BOARD 
Saba Conservation Foundation has a permanent Board of 8 Directors, which oversees Saba National Marine 
Park and Saba Terrestrial Park and Trails activities and directs overall strategy. Elected Board members 
have additional responsibilities in accordance with respective positions. One member resigned from the 
Board in 2009: James Wright. Board meetings take place quarterly; these include the manager of Saba 
Conservation Foundation and have minutes taken which are circulated to the attendees. 

Table 1 The Board of Saba Conservation Foundation 

Position Name Representing 
Chair Johanna van t'Hof Hospitality Industry 

Vice Chair Vacant  
Secretary Carl Buncamper NGO Sector 
Treasurer Karen Hodge General community 

Member Menno van der Velde Island Government 
   

Member Travis Johnson Harbor Office 
Member Franklin Johnson Retail operator 
Member Michael Chamma Hospitality Industry 

 

3.3 COMMITTEES 
There were no active committees in 2009. 
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4 STAFF 
Saba Conservation Foundation has 6 well qualified and experienced full time members of staff with 37 years 
of service between them. The existing Manager of SCF left in May 2009, leaving a management gap for 3 
months before the incoming Manager Kai Wulf started work on August 18th. There were no other changes in 
staffing in 2009. 

Table 2 Staff of Saba Conservation Foundation 

Position Initial Start year Academic qualification Dive qualification 
Manager JdD 2006 BSc Advanced 
Manager KW 2009 BSc Master Instructor 
Ranger 1 SPH 2005 BVO/HAVO Instructor 
Ranger 2 GJvL 2007 BVO/HAVO Instructor 
Ranger 3 JJ 1995 BVO/HAVO None 
Administrator AR  1997 BVO/HAVO Open Water 
Trail shop EP 2007 BVO/HAVO None 

Staff in pale type left SCF in 2009 
 
Extra qualifications 
The extra qualifications listed in the table below have been identified by experts and through the 
Management Success Project as important qualifications for Protected area staff to have. The capacity of the 
staff to carry out management work is dependent on the experience, academic qualifications and extra 
qualifications of the staff. 
 

Table 3 Staff Qualifications 
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4.2 CONSULTANTS AND OUTSOURCING 
Saba Conservation Foundation had 14 consultants, contractors and researchers carrying out work in 2009, 
including: 

Table 4 Consultants used by Saba Conservation Foundation 

Name Work carried out 
Malachy Mcgee Website design 
Sean Hackett Solar / power installation 
Frank Granger Hurricane shutter system 
Terrestrial   
Jessica Berkel Bird Monitoring 
Susan Perkins, B. Faulk Anole study 
Paul Ilsey Mapping 
B. Robertson Bromeliads 
Marine  
Paul Hoetjes Reef Check 
Paul Elinger Drilling workshop 
Roger Hanlon Octopus study 
Mae Noble (Micheal Berumen) Fish counts 
Chantelle Begin Sediment cores and traps 
G. Forester Coral transplantation 
Paul Sikkel Fish parasite counts 

 

4.3 VOLUNTEERS AND INTERNS 
Forty local volunteers carried out a total of 20 weeks work assisting with maintenance, mooring installation 
and the running of the hyperbaric facility for the MPA. Two international volunteers spent 2 weeks of work 
assisting with field operations. 
 
Thirteen local volunteers and 15 international volunteers contributed a total of 38 weeks of work to the TPA 
in 2009, focussing mainly on trail maintenance and clean ups. 
 
The chart below show the distribution of effort from volunteers and interns working with SCF between the 
TPA and MPA. This illustrates where the capacity of the Protected areas was increased by outsourcing to 
volunteers and interns. The majority of volunteer and intern time was spent maintaining trails and moorings 
managed by Saba Conservation Foundation.  

 
 

Figure 5 Division of time for volunteers working with Saba Conservation Foundation 
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5 OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT 
Operational management is the term chosen by DCNA to describe the day to day work of a protected area. 
These tasks are described in more detail in an appendix to this report. The various aspects of operational 
management are: 
• MANAGEMENT 
• ADMINISTRATION 
• FIELD OPERATIONS 
• RESEARCH AND MONITORING 

• POLICY AND LAW ENFORCEMENT 
• COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATION 
• REPRESENTATION 
• WORKING WITH STAKEHOLDERS 

 
In 2009 69% of Saba Conservation Foundation staff capacity was spent on work relating to the marine 
environment, with the remaining 31% spent on terrestrial issues.  

 
Figure 6 SCF division of staff capacity between the Marine and Terrestrial Parks 

The charts below show how the staff time is divided between the Operational Management tasks. The charts 
take into account how much time individual staff members spent working at the organisation throughout the 
year i.e. if they were full or part time, or if they started or finished working part way through the year. 
 

For Saba National Marine Park Field operations took 28% of staff time. Administration took 22% of staff 
time. Communication and education (18%), and Working with Stakeholders (9%) took the most significant 
remaining shares of staff capacity. 

 
Figure 7 Saba National Marine Park staff capacity division 

 

For Saba Terrestrial Park and Trails Field Operations took 33% of staff time, and Administration took 22% 
of staff time in 2009. Communication and education (15%) and Working with stakeholders (9%) used the 
most significant shares of the remaining staff time. 

 
Figure 8 Saba Terrestrial Park and Trails  
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5.2 OBJECTIVES FOR THE YEAR 
To contribute towards overall institutional capacity building and increase effectiveness in nature 
management goals were identified, which are guiding program, project and activity prioritisation as follows: 
 
5.1.1. To work towards an environment where nature is protected 
 
This goal focuses on developing the necessary management tools and instruments for the protection of 
nature parks as well as endemic and keystone species. It also focuses on coordinating key inputs into policy 
and legislation with government agencies. 
 
5.1.2. Build awareness and support for nature management objectives 
 
In order to establish the tools and instruments to support nature management it is important to build public 
awareness, as well as support for nature management through education, information and communication 
programs. 
 
5.1.3. Strengthen management capacity 
 
In order to effectively realize the organization’s objectives management tools, outreach and education 
programs are required. All members of the organization must share a common vision. 
Expected outcomes, must be achieved by appropriately skilled and qualified personnel to carry out 
respective tasks. Strengthening management capacity also means securing necessary financial and 
technical resources in order to function effectively, as well as developing financial and technical networks 
regionally and internationally. 

 
5.1.4 Specific objectives for the year were: 
• To augment monitoring of terrestrial and marine environmental parameters to provide policy makers 

with essential information to better adapt to environmental changes. 
• To foster stewardship of stakeholders through increased involvement in the parks activities by 

building greater awareness 
• To continue in- and after school educational activities and refine the public outreach program (e.g. 

more involvement in Sea & Learn program activities). 
• To stabilize the financial and organisational sustainability of the SCF through: 

* increased fundraising events, 
* the refurbishment and upgrade of infrastructure (e.g. improvement of visitor facilities), 
* increase yacht visits through improvement of Saba’s reputation in the yachting sector and 

additional well maintained moorings, 
* increased souvenir sales, 
* implementation and refinement of Trail Compensation Fee, 
* review and increase of Mooring Fee system, 
* identify projects and write proposals for funding, 
* special projects (e.g. researchers/-student/volunteer/intern housing), 
* participation in DCNA fundraising, 
* improve marketing of SCF, 
* trail/dive site sponsorship program etc. 

 

5.3 MANAGEMENT 
Reporting: In 2009 Saba Conservation Foundation staff produced an annual report and the BZK report for 
DCNA. Ernst and Young produced the annual audit. 
 
Planning: Plans being used by Saba Conservation Foundation include the 1999 Terrestrial Management 
Plan and the 2001 Marine Management Plan. 
 
Financial management: In 2009 SCF produced the annual budget for 2009.  In 2009 there were monthly 
overviews of profit and loss and quarterly budget comparisons. 
 
Staff meetings were held weekly in 2009, and a member of the board met with the manager monthly. 

5.4 ADMINISTRATION 
As well as ongoing computing, filing, and ad hoc communications with the public, staff worked on a variety of 
other tasks related to general administration, including;  
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• Inventory of stock; t-shirts and hats taking about 40 hours 2009. 
• Maintenance of log books; Tanker log book, mooring log, visiting boat log. 

 

5.5 FIELD OPERATIONS 
There were 4 patrols a week each for 4 hours for the TPA associated with trail maintenance and general 
surveillance, with a total of 1200 hours being spent on formal patrolling through the year. In the MPA there 
were 3 formal patrols a week, each for 3 hours. 
 
Approximately 4128 hours were spent by Staff on maintenance throughout 2009. This includes: 
 

• 48 hours staff time a week on moorings. 
• 20 hours staff time a week maintaining trails. 
• 12 hours a week on building maintenance, relating to the installation of hurricane shutters 

and alternative energy sources. 
 

5.6 RESEARCH AND MONITORING 
Monitoring provided a range of data in 2009 on 3 different aspects of the MPA and 5 aspects of the TPA; 
 
Marine monitoring programmes: 
• Dive site usage data for 35 dive sites 
• Visiting yacht data for 14 moorings 
• ‘AIS live’ large boat web-based monitoring  

 
Terrestrial Monitoring Programmes: 
• Trail use 
• Bird monitoring 
• EPIC seabird atlas data collection 
• Monitoring feral domesticated animals 
• Monitoring and registering free-ranging goats. 

 

5.6.1 DCNA MEASURING MANAGEMENT SUCCESS PROJECT 
The management success project is an ongoing DCNA project designed to measure the management 
effectiveness of each of the park management organizations in the Dutch Caribbean. The management 
success project has developed a tool for collecting data using objective indicators to measure ’success’ 
across a broad spectrum of protected area management tasks and activities. SCF contributed 5 hours of 
time to the project in 2009. 
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5.7 POLICY AND LAW ENFORCEMENT 
Lobbying has taken place on 2 key issues: protection of The Saba Bank and an increase of yachting fees.  
Saba Conservation Foundation also functioned as an advisory body in 2009, with 120 hours spent by staff 
maintaining the hyperbaric facilities and treating diving related illness as well as 24 hours spent by staff 
advising police on infractions of the law. 
 
There were 22 incidents requiring intervention within the MPA and TPA in 2009. These include 20 verbal 
warnings and 2 logged incidents – spear fishing on the Saba Bank and fishing within the marine reserve. Six 
research permits were issued by Saba Conservation Foundation in 2009. 
 

5.8 COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATION 

5.8.1 INFORMATION 
The redevelopment of the SCF website continued in 2009 with 40 hours spent in meetings. Three films were 
made with Saba as a subject in 2009; 123 hours were spent by 5 staff members assisting the production of 
the DCNA documentary. One staff members spent 24 hours assisting a German team with the production of 
a programme about the TPA, 6 hours were spent assisting a National Geographic team with a programme 
about the trails of Saba. 
 
There were 22 press releases in 2009 relating to the work Saba Conservation Foundation carried out 
throughout the year. There were two garbage clean up events in 2009, with all staff involved for 2 days. A 
new newsletter layout was designed in 2009 along with 4 new posters for Lionfish awareness, Manchineel 
trees, the Africanised Honey Bee and Tide Pools. 
 
A total of 870 individuals took part 71 outreach activities taking 186 hours of staff time. These included a total 
of 360 Caribbean Explorer Dive Live-aboard individuals given an orientation every other week of the year, 
and one orientation was given to 200 medical school students. Other outreach activities included: 
 

• The Broad reach summer programme 
• Dutch officials’ tours and presentations 
• Child focus activities 
• Guided hikes 

 
‘The Saba Conservation Foundation Facebook page’ had 471 fans in 2009, taking 180 hours of staff time to 
maintain. Maintenance of the page includes video and photograph updates and live streams of information 
on Facebook and Twitter. 

5.8.2 EDUCATION 
The Sea and Learn programme involved 240 tourists and locals, and took 200 hours of work for 4 staff 
members. Dive Guide Orientations were run on 5 occasions involving a total of 15 individuals and 2 hours of 
staff time each. There were 3 lionfish handling and response courses held in 2009, involving 6 hours of staff 
time. On island dive staff also took part in a mooring installation programme along with volunteers and staff 
from St Eustatius National Parks, there were 7 participants and the session took u p24 hours of staff time. 
One Reefcheck training course was held over 2 days (16 hours of staff time) for dive staff, with 4 
participants. A total of 5 hours staff time was spent over 3 sessions giving 9 participants hyperbaric chamber 
training. 
 
Informal teacher guidance is given as a form of teacher training. In 2009 this involved a total of 15 individuals 
over 8 sessions, using specific materials within a set curriculum. During project week, a further 15 
participants were involved in training about environmental issues. 
 
There were 2 junior ranger and 2 snorkel courses held with material and curriculums in 2009 each with 24 
participants. The ‘Know your islands environment’ school programme involved 150 participants and 
continued to involve specific materials and a curriculum. The programme involved 15 Classes once a month, 
1 hour taken over each class. A different topic is covered each month often by experts if they happen to be 
on island e.g. plants. Various staff members are involved with the programme. Project week involved 100 
participants and the environmental calendar programme involved a total 180 participants a month (over 4 
sessions for 4 hours each. A further 16 hours were spent on 4 school visits relating to the plastic bag 
campaign on island. 
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5.9 REPRESENTATION 
Various Board members attended the DCNA board meeting on Saba in May in place of the recently departed 
manager. The incoming manager Saba Conservation Foundation, Kai Wulf, attended the DCNA board 
meeting on Curaçao in December 2009. 
 
Staff took part in a range of training programmes in 2009. Three staff members took part in a bird workshop 
on Saba over 2 days. One staff member took part in the lionfish awareness training on Bonaire, 2 staff took 
part in the 5 day on marine mammal training on Curaçao. One staff member carried out a course in scuba 
equipment repair on St Maarten for 2 days. Reefcheck training was given to 3 staff members over 2 days 
and the drilling workshop trained 3 staff members over 6 days. The European Development Fund training 
workshop involved one staff member for 5 days. One staff member carried out swim training. 
 

5.10 WORKING WITH STAKEHOLDERS 
Saba Conservation Foundation works with 28 stakeholder groups and partners on issues relating to the 
marine environment and 21 stakeholder groups on issues relating to the terrestrial Environment. These 
stakeholders include; Dive operators, the Tourism Department, Prosecutors office, Schools, Conservation 
International, Universities and Volunteer Groups. Meetings with Hoteliers, dive operators, taxi drivers and 
schools representatives took up significant amounts of time in 2009. 260 hours were spent by 5 staff 
members on the Saba Triathlon including cleaning trails, preparing buoys, course safety and marshalling. 
 
Fund raising; A total of 24 hours were spent fund raising. Applications for 2009 included: 

• Child focus 
• NOAA (8 hours spent, $20,000 not approved) 
• US fish and Wildlife fund (16 hours spent, $50,000 application pending) 

 
There are 2 ongoing fundraising programmes in place; dive site and trail sponsorship. There was one new 
corporate sponsor – Innovative solar solutions (for the installation of solar panels). 
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5.11 PROJECTS  
Saba Conservation Foundation worked on 3 projects related to the marine environment in 2009 and 2 
related to the terrestrial environment. Marine projects took up approximately 186 hours of staff time and 
terrestrial projects took up approximately 182 hours of staff time. 
 
Rangers 1, 2 and the incoming manager spent 40 hours each on establishing 10 new moorings. The 
manager spent 40 hours on the Saba Hyperbaric facility and 8 hours working in Saba Bank Workshops. 
 

 
 

Figure 9 Time spent on marine related projects 

 
All staff members other than the trail sop worker spent time on the renewable energy project – a total of 150 
hours were spent. The trail shop worked and ranger 3 spent 16 hours each working on the control of animals 
project involving the capture and neutering of cats and dogs. 

 
 

Figure 10 Time spent on TPA related projects 
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6 FINANCIAL REPORTING 
6.2 PROFIT AND LOSS 

 

6.3 BALANCE SHEET 
 

6.4 AUDIT 
Available on request. 
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7 APPENDIX 
7.2 GLOSSARY 

Abiotic The non-living, physical and chemical, factors. 

Actively managed 
PA 

A protected area (park) where management activities are carried out by dedicated (full or part-
time) staff on a regular/daily basis within an organisation, which has a defined mission and goals 
and where staff time is organised to address core management tasks as well as proactively 
tackling issues and threats. A non-actively (passively) managed park would lack a defined 
mission and goals, staff time would not be allocated to address core tasks and would react to 
threats and issues in an ad-hoc fashion. 

Adaptive 
management 

A management system, which includes reviewing past performance and incorporating 'lessons 
learnt' and improvements into the ongoing management and planning process. 

Administration 
activities 

Operational activities that can be carried out mainly by office staff, relating general administration, 
secretariat functions, keeping log books, giving general advice, financial administration and 
inventory.  

Biodiversity The total diversity of living organisms as well as the ecosystems of which they are part (includes 
species diversity, genetic diversity and ecosystem diversity) 

Biotic Biological factors. 
Capacity A combination of the resources available to manage a PA. 

Co-management A management structure whereby the protected area management organisation and stakeholders 
share joint authority and responsibility for making decisions about resource management. 

Communication and 
education activities 

Communication covers the active distribution of information via websites, media or material 
distribution. Education involves targeted programmes for specific audiences to increase 
knowledge, change behaviour and/or build stewardship.  

Context 
Aspects of protected area management which form part of the circumstances in which the PMO 
operates and which change infrequently such as tenure, international recognition, zoning, 
legislation etc. 

Effective 
management 

Management driven by a clear mission and goals, which includes stakeholder input, past and 
present achievements, issues and threats. These are normally captured in a management 
document such as a management plan. The level of effectiveness depends on how the protected 
area's resources (financial, human, physical and information) are deployed to implement the 
PMOs mission and goals and to address operational activities, threats and issues. 

Evaluation Judgement or assessment of achievement against predetermined criteria. 
Field activities Operational activities mainly carried out by field staff; patrolling and maintenance. 

Goal a broad statement indicating what the protected area is trying to achieve through its management 
efforts 

Habitat The ecological area occupied by an organism, population or community as characterised by both 
its physical and biotic properties.  

Human resources 
The number of staff and their attributes a that PA management can call upon. This also includes 
volunteers, interns and external individuals and organisations used on a consultancy/contractual 
basis. 

Issue 
A biological, chemical or physical process or entity with the potential to negatively impact on the 
conservation of the PAs natural resources. If not addressed issues could threaten the sustainable 
conservation of the protected area. 

Management 
activities 

Operational activities generally carried out by managerial or directorial staff, that are included 
within and define reporting, planning, financial management and human resource management. 

Management 
capacity 

A measure of a protected area's ability to fulfil its mission and goals in terms of the available 
resources (physical, human, financial and information). 

Management 
effectiveness The degree to which management achieves the goals and objectives of the protected area 
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Management 
environment 

The management aspects within the bounds of which the PA operates, this includes the vision 
and strategic statements, legislation, institutional arrangements, physical resources, human 
resources, finance, stakeholder relationships, threats and issues facing the PA. 

Management 
Success Evaluation 

The evaluation of the positive achievements of a PA - primarily relating to the management and 
conservation of values of the PA. 

Monitoring  
The regular collection and analysis of information, which allows a PMO to measure change in the 
physical, social and economic environment of the PA. This information should be used to guide 
management efforts.  

Operational 
activities 

Activities that are essential to the ongoing management of an actively managed protected area, 
these include: Management, Administration, Field operations, Research and Monitoring, Policy 
and Law, Communication and Education, Representation, Working with stakeholders.  

Park See protected area 

Partner An individual or an organisation with whom staff of a PA collaborate for the benefit of the PA. 
They do not hold a vested interest in the PA. 

Physical resources Any resource that can be uniquely identified, this includes buildings, transport, and infrastructure. 
Policy and Law 

activities 
Policy tasks relate to the development or adoption of a course of action. Tasks relating to Law 
have some legislative component 

Pressure 
A diffuse external impact on a protected area created by human activities, which requires a 
management response in order to sustainably protect the resource from harm such as shipping 
pressure, development pressure etc. 

Project 
A defined enterprise executed to achieve a particular aim wih in a defined time period. Projects 
can involve research, capacity or infrastructure development, education or a number of other 
aspects of PA management. 

Protected area 
(park) 

An area of land and/or sea, which is dedicated to the protection and maintenance of biological 
diversity, natural and associated cultural resources and is managed through legal or other 
effective means.  

Protected area 
network 

A coherent group of protected areas (preferably ecologically linked) operating co-operatively to 
increase management effectiveness by improving their ability to lobby, fundraise and manage as 
well as to build internal capacity through the exchange of knowledge, expertise, information and 
or resources.  

Protected area 
resources 

The financial, human, physical and information resources available to a protected area to carry 
out their day-to-day operations 

Representation 
activities Attending meetings and networking on behalf of the PA management organisation. 

Research Hypothesis driven scientific invesigation(s) limited by time. 
Research and 

monitoring activities 
Research is hypothesis driven, time limited investigation. Monitoring is the regular, ongoing 
gathering of data to measure change in physical, biological or socio-economic activity/states. 

Stakeholder An individual, group or organisation with a vested interest in the management of a protected area, 
who can affect or be affected by PA management decisions. 

Stakeholder 
activities Partnership building, engaging stakeholders and working with volunteer groups. 

Threat 

A biological, chemical or physical process or entity, which damages, destroys or degrades the 
natural resource. A threat can be an entity such as an organism, which becomes a pest, or a 
process such as an increase in erosion, which damages habitat or can result from human 
activities such as anchor damage.  

Use A human activity that takes place within a protected area. 

Value 
The importance of a protected area in terms of a range of variables, including: biological, 
ecological, cultural, wilderness, economic, social characteristics as well as scientific, international 
or national significance.  

Vested interest A financial or personal involvement held by an individual or organisation with a right to the 
present or future use of a PA. 
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7.3 ACRONYMS  
AMFO Antilliaanse MedeFinancierings Organisatie – funding source 
BZK Dutch Ministry of the Interior and Kingdom Relations 
Carmabi Caribbean Research and Management of Biodiversity Foundation, Curacao 
CI Conservation International  
CIEE Council of International Education and Exchange (based on Bonaire) 
CITES Convention for International Trade in Endangered Species 
CMM Commissie Marien Milieu – Bonaire’s marine environment commission 
CTB Curacao Tourism Board 
CURO Council of Underwater Resort Operators, Bonaire 
DCNA Dutch Caribbean Nature Alliance 
DOEN Stichting DOEN – Dutch non profit funding linked to the Dutch Postcode Lottery 
DROB/DROV Island Spatial Planning Department 
FPNA Fundashon Parke Nacional Arikok: PA management organization on Aruba 
IAC Inter American Convention for the Conservation of Sea Turtles 
IUCN NL International Union for Nature Conservation, Netherlands 
JAZ Island Legal Department 
KNAP Kleine Natuur Projecten Fonds Nederlandse Antillen – small grant fund for nature projects administered by MINA 
LNV Dutch Ministry of Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality 
LVV  Island Agriculture and Fisheries Department 
MINA Central Government Department of Nature and the Environment 
MINA fonds Central Government Department of Nature and the Environment small grant fund 
MPA Marine Protected area (Marine Park) 
NF Nature Foundation: PA management organization on St Maarten   
NFWF National Fish and Wildlife Foundation, USA based funding organisation 
NIOZ Nederlands Instituut voor Onderzoek der Zee, research institute in the Netherlands 
NPL Nationale Postcode Lotterie – Dutch Postcode Lottery 
PA Protected area 
PBCF Prince Bernhard Culture Funds 
PBNF Prince Bernhard Nature Funds 
PMO Protected area Management Organisation 
SCF Saba Conservation Foundation: PA management organization on Saba 
SEMP St Eustatius National Marine Park 
SSV Special Security Service – supports Police Department 
STCB Sea Turtle Conservation Bonaire 
STENAPA St Eustatius National Parks Foundation: PA management organization on St Eustatius 
STINAPA STINAPA Bonaire: PA management organization on Bonaire 
TCB Tourism Corporation Bonaire 
TNC The Nature Conservancy USA 
TPA Terrestrial Protected area 
UNA University of the Netherlands Antilles, based on Curacao 
UNEP CAR United Nations Environment Programme – Caribbean Regional Office 
USONA Uitvoeringsorganisatie Stichting Ontwikkeling Nederlandse Antillen - funding source 

VOMIL Volksgezondheid en Milieuhygiëne -‐ Central Government Department for Public Health and Social Development 

VNP Dutch Representative based on St Maaarten, Curacao 
WIDECAST Wider Caribbean Sea Turtle Network 
WTT World Turtle Trust, Hawaai USA 
WNF Wereld Natuur Fonds – World Wildlife Fund, Netherlands 
WWF World Wildlife Fund 
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7.4 UNDERSTANDING PMO OPERATIONS 
The following generic information on capacity and operational activities is provided both to help explain the 
scope of the PMO operations as well as to provide essential background information relevant to the PMOs 
annual reporting. 
 
The characteristics (amount, quality) of the management tasks that can take place depend on the resources 
available to the PMO. If the resources are not available or are restricted, the capacity is limited. The main 
elements of capacity are: 

 
• Financial resources (income) 
• Human resources (staffing) 
• Physical resources (equipment) 
• Information resources 

 

7.4.1 Capacity 
Financial resources 
Income for PMOs can come from a variety of sources including government subsidies, admission fees, fees 
for service, grants and ‘friends of’ groups, franchises and similar. Accessing sufficient income can be 
problematic for PAs in the Dutch Caribbean as the region is illegible for most international aid funds and 
ineligible for many domestic sources of funding. Sufficient income is required for a PMO to cover its ongoing 
operational costs as well as addressing threats and issues. A key aspect of income is its sustainability; a 
constant flow of income is required to keep staff and maintain operations. 
 
Human resources 
A fully staffed PMO will typically employ a manager as well as an assistant manager or chief ranger for each 
PA, 4 or more rangers, an administrator and an education officer. They may additionally have dedicated 
project staff. Where an island has the management of both terrestrial and marine protected areas they will 
frequently employ a director to oversee the management of both PAs, carry out lobbying activities, 
fundraising and representation. PMOs may actively or passively run volunteer programmes, have interns, 
trainees and consultants working for them.  
 
Physical resources 
The physical resources that a PMO has access to greatly effects the ability of the staff to carry out work. An 
adequately equipped PMO will typically have unrestricted access to buildings (offices, workshop), 
communications (including computers, telephones, internet), transport (boats, trucks), maintenance 
equipment, drilling equipment (to place moorings), scientific and field equipment. 
 
Information resources 
In order to be able to make sound management decisions, PMOs need to have access to essential 
information related to the protected area such as maps (terrestrial and bathymetric), tide and current data, 
species lists, management plans.  
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Operational Management 
As described in the Trust Fund Study (Feasibility Study of a Protected areas Trust Fund: sustainable funding 
for the Nature Parks of the Netherlands Antilles, February 2005 
http://www.dcnanature.org/donations/trustfund.html) and elsewhere, the operational management of 
protected areas has been quite clearly defined. The elements of PMO operational management are: 

 
• MANAGEMENT 
• ADMINISTRATION 
• FIELD OPERATIONS 
• RESEARCH AND MONITORING 
• POLICY AND LAW ENFORCEMENT 
• COMMUNICATION AND EDUCATION 
• REPRESENTATION 
• WORKING WITH STAKEHOLDERS 

 
Management activities 
Operational activities generally carried out by managerial or directorial staff, that are included within and 
define reporting, planning, financial management and human resource management. 

 
Administration activities 
Operational activities that can be carried out mainly by office staff, relating general administration, secretariat 
functions, keeping log books, giving general advice, financial administration and inventory.  

 
Field operations 
Operational activities mainly carried out by field staff; patrolling and maintenance. 
 
Research and monitoring 
Research is hypothesis driven, time limited investigation. Monitoring is the regular, ongoing gathering of data 
to measure change in physical, biological or socio-economic activity/states. 
 
Policy and law enforcement activities 
Policy tasks relate to the development or adoption of a course of action. Tasks relating to Law have some 
legislative component 
 
Communication and education activities 
Communication covers the active distribution of information via websites, media or material distribution. 
Education involves targeted programmes for specific audiences to increase knowledge, change behaviour 
and/or build stewardship.  
 
Representation 
Attending meetings and networking on behalf of the PA management organisation. 
 
Working with stakeholders 
Partnership building, engaging stakeholders and working with volunteer groups. 
 
 
 


